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Information for admission

Admission to the 4 years Bachelor study program.
Preparatory study of Ukrainian language and 

enrollment interview. 
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Admission rules and enrollment procedure for foreighn students and used 
full information about National University “Lviv Polytechnic” in 2020: 

http://lp.edu.ua/en/general-admission-procedure

more 
information

QR-code

79013, Lviv, Profesorska str., 1, 
 ak. Building 16, Room 9, 

E-mail: zvdv.dept@lpnu.ua
Oil and gas engineering and technologies

The benefits of the specialty 185 

«Oil and gas engineering and technologies»

A studying provides student with complex knowledge, skills and 
abilities of effective management, rational exploitation anаd 
service of oil and gas equipment, pipelines and oil storage 
facilities.

A graduate may hold the following positions: a gas trunk pipeline 
engineer, an equipment exploitation engineer of gas objects, an 
oil preparation & transportation engineer, a gas distribution 
stations exploitation engineer, a gas accounting system control 
engineer, a gas accounting systems control engineer, a design 
engineer; a project chief engineer; a chief engineer; a head of 
enterprise etc.

Until 2019 “Welding Manufacture, Diagnostics and 
Restoration of Metal Structures”

standard



- relations with domestic and foreign companies 
in the oil and gas industry, 

- welding and improve resource structures

- 100% employment in enterprises 

- research resources of oil and gas pipelines
- joint research and development of enterprises

- participation in scientific research
- new laboratory in the field of welding, 

and resources of computer modeling

- agreements to obtain double diplomas
                                     with Portugal and Poland

КА2КА1 OGEW

Work Education 

- training on the  latest equipment, 
- modern business practice, 

- grants from international programs

Science

International
diploma

relations
International

- obtaining the European Diploma Supplement

- Fulbright grants, DAAD, ...
- student exchange agreements with universities in Europe
- study visits in Chemnitz, Gliwice

Military
training

- agreement with the Academy of the Army for 
training reserve officers
- military department of modern approaches 
to military training

Students
Life

- modern recreation of the sea and 
                                              the mountains,
- more than 50 sports clubs in modern gyms,
- modern dormitories with the Internet,
- students group "Galician Lions

International
travels

- visits students in universities of EU research 
      and information on learning and accommodation,
- traveling abroad within the framework of 
      double diplomas

Students Department 
in Germany
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